Dear Kostovic N,

Greetings from Journal of Oncology Medicine and Practice
Hope our e-mail finds you in a healthy mood.

We have chosen selective scientists who have made their contributions to the scientific community.

We have come across your research profile. We are greatly impressed with your work and would be glad to publish any of your on-going work, your research will add value to the existing literature and help other researchers to frame their future projects accordingly.

You are requested to contribute a paper for publication (any kind of article) for Journal of Oncology Medicine and Practice related to medical oncology, surgical oncology, radiation oncology, chemotherapy, gynaecologic cancers, paediatric oncology, hematologic malignancies, cancer biology, radiotherapy, immunotherapy, Non-surgical Oncology, Werner syndrome, etc.
Submit manuscript at: Oncology Medicine and Practice

(Or) by mail to

It would be great if you submit it by 22nd January, 2018 or let us know your possible date for submission.

Please provide your acceptance for the same.
I will be waiting for your positive mail.

With kind regards,
Rose Jackson
Journal Coordinator
Oncology Medicine & Practice

There are three hundred U.S. and worldwide elite scientific journals, and this is one of them, whom is requesting our articles to publish, focusing on our developed advanced technology. Because it is the worlds most efficient technique of healing cancers and various terminal deseases, which had emerged and is recognized on the highest scientific levels in the world.
Some of the most significant Cancer World Congress Invitations

From: Jenny Zhang  
Sent: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 5:58 PM  
To: Nick Kostovic  
Subject: 8157-Last Round--Call for Breaking Research Presentation in ICB-2018

Dear Dr. Nick Kostovic,

The 2nd Annual International Congress of Biotherapy (ICB-2018), which will be held at March 23-25, 2018 in DoubleTree by Hilton Washington DC - Crystal City, USA. This is an invitation for you to join us and give a speech under the Pipeline 1: Cancer.

Under the Pipeline 1: Cancer, sharing your expertise in practical knowledge and latest technology, and/or being an active participant. This Conference will continue the resounding success of the past conferences and provide a groundbreaking scientific program, and also will draw together many Biotherapy specialists from a wide range of disciplines from all over the world.

Dear Dr. Nick Kostovic,

Much joy to you in the upcoming year. May the warmest wishes, happy thoughts and friendly greetings come at New Year and stay with you all the year through.

Following up the last mails, I would like to extend our sincere invitation to you again. We are proud to launch the 2nd Annual International Congress of Biotherapy (ICB-2018), which will be held at March 23-25, 2018 in DoubleTree by Hilton Washington DC - Crystal City, USA. This is an invitation for you to join us and give a speech under the Pipeline 1: Cancer, sharing your expertise in practical knowledge and latest technology, and/or being an active participant. This Conference will continue the resounding success of the past conferences and provide a groundbreaking scientific program, and also will draw together many Biotherapy specialists from a wide range of disciplines from all over the world.

Program at a Glance
1. Harbor 1: Future of Immunotherapy Strategy
2. Harbor 2: Emerging Cell Therapy
3. Harbor 3: New World of Microbiome Therapeutics and Diagnostics
4. Harbor 4: Gene Therapy RNAi Therapy
5. Harbor 5: Enzyme Replacement and Other Agents
6. Harbor 6: Protein Therapy
7. Harbor 7: Regenerative Medicine and Stem Cell Therapy
8. Pool 1: Biomarkers and Companion Diagnosis in Biotherapy
9. Pool 2: Smart Formulation and Nanomedicine of Biotherapeutics
10. Pool 3: Biosimilars Development
11. Pipeline 1: Cancer
12. Pipeline 2: Diabetes
13. Pipeline 3: Inflammation and Allergy
14. Pipeline 4: Biotherapeutics for Other Diseases

The first day meeting will be programmed with Plenary Lectures, Keynote Forum, Dialog with Industry Leaders, you will have privilege in attending the first day program of ICB-2018 conference free of charge and registration fee. Since the registration deadline is approaching, please reserve your seat ASAP.

More information about our congress can be found in our brochure released online.

Should you need further assistance, please feel free to contact me.

Best regards,
Jenny Zhang
International Conference on
Cancer Therapy and Oncology
June 21-22, 2018 | Osaka, Japan

“Eliminating Cancer through Prevention and Innovation: Multidisciplinary Approach”

Dear Dr. Nick Kostovic,

Greetings from Cancer Summit 2018,

On behalf of the scientific committee you are invited as an Honourable Speaker to attend the International Conference on Cancer Therapy and Oncology during June 21-22, 2018 at Osaka, Japan. We welcome you to join us in this endeavour and make your valuable contribution to this arena.

In the same context, we would also like to mention that Cancer Summit 2018 would be an excellent podium to showcase your outstanding contribution to Cancer & Oncology Research.

Cancer Summit 2018 Scientific Sessions Include: Cancer & Oncology Research Topics | Cancer Clinical Trials | Cancer Clinical Studies | Observation Studies | Case Reports

Benefits:
• International Recognition and Collaboration.
• Can showcase your Research work before 300+ International Speakers.
• Global networking with scientists from over 75+ Countries.
• Key Modules: Speaker/Delegate/Poster/Young Research forum/Video Presentation/E-Poster.
• Can organize Workshops and Symposia.
• Publication of Abstract in the Conference Souvenir and also in International Cancer Journals.
• Prospect to Chair/ Co-Chair a Session.
• CME Credits (yet to be confirmed)

Kindly associate with us through your participation in Cancer Summit 2018;

Best Regards,
Shon Thomas
Program Director
Cancer Summit 2018
Dear Dr. Nick Kostovic,

It would be an honour to have you as a “Keynote Speaker” at the conference. We are immensely impressed with your eminent profile and would like you to be our Organizing Committee Member for Cancer Therapy 2018. The technology seems very promising and we will be more than happy if we are able to help you in this regards. We would like to inform you that we can also provide you slots for sponsorships and oral workshops as it shall be even more beneficial for people learning about your technological innovation.

Kindly let us know about your interest at the earliest so that we may finalize it with our management.

We sincerely look forward to your reply.

Best Regards,
Amethyst Gurrier
Program Convener | Cancer Therapy 2018

Dear Nick Kostovic,

Greeting

Thank you for your Interest and reply for the conference Cancer Science 2018. We are very glad to say that Your abstract has been selected for oral presentation. So kindly Register for the conference to confirm your slot in the conference. You can avail early bird discounts in the following link,
https://cancerscience.conferenceseries.com/registration.php
Expecting Your Registration Soon.

Regards,
Aala Caambrie
Program Manager
Cancer Science 2018

Dear Dr. Kostovic N,

It will truly be a great wish to have your existence as a Speaker at 28th Euro Congress on Cancer Science and Therapy, which will start on August 09-10, 2018 at Madrid, Spain. The Theme of the Conferences is “To codify a responsive discussion on cancer Science and therapy”. The Conference has CME and CPD praise Points.
We assure you that this conference will be forming your network with scientists, society, academic scientists, researchers, lab researchers, scholars and medical professionals.
Website info: Cancer Conferences | Oncology Conferences
Your being is very needed for us and we look forward to personally welcoming you to Madrid, Spain.

With regards,
Aala Cambrie
Program Manager
Cancer Science 2018
Dear Dr. Nick,

Greetings

Thank you for Submitting your abstract towards Breast Cancer Conference 2018

It’s our pleasure to inform that your abstract entitled was accepted for oral presentation at this esteemed event

So I request you to kindly proceed with registration and confirm your presence at our conference

You can register yourself at http://www.breastcancercongress.com/registration

Don’t hesitate to drop an email if you face any difficulty in registration process

With Regards,
Matthew Betty
E -

---
From: Breastcancer Conference
Sent: Tuesday, January 2, 2018 4:11 AM
To: nick@kbhealthcenter.com
Subject: Latest Research On Breast Cancer Conference 2018

Dear Dr. Kostovic,

Greetings!

The purpose of this mail is to formally welcomes you as a Speaker at upcoming conference “World Congress on Breast Cancer and Women’s Health” during June 25-27, 2018 at Rome, Italy. The main theme of the conference is ‘Diagnostics and Treatment of Breast Cancer in Enriching the Wellness of Women’ the Conference will explore the causes, prevention, care and management of people who are suffering from Cancer. The conference will provide delegates with the opportunity to consolidate their knowledge and understanding of the management of these conditions in day to day life.

We thought your expertise will be an added value for the conference.

The Conference provides you a friendly forum to present your research and take questions from the audience about your work, an opportunity for you to meet eminent scientists and business delegates.
For more details and Scientific Sessions please visit: http://www.breastcancercongress.com

With Regards,
Matthew Betty
Breast Cancer 2018
Program Manager
Science Access

**Dear Nick Kostovic,**

Greetings for the day!!

Hope you are doing well

Please let us know when can we expect your welcome message for the conference?

Thank you
Sophia Nora

---

**From:** World Radiology  
**Sent:** Thursday, January 4, 2018 7:17 AM  
**To:** Nick  
**Subject:** RE: OCM Invitation for Radiology

**Dear Dr. Nick Kostovic,**  
Thank you for your kind response.  
Firstly we wish you a Happy New Year.

We do appreciate your views and also we do respect the work which you have done previously in relates to **New Advanced Technologies in Cancer**.

In this regard we request you to visit our conference center which is in Toronto to deliver your valuable speech on your interested topic.  
Your speech will make a better enhancement in Cancer Therapy in the present generation.  
Basing on the above situation, we please you to provide a precise line containing 20 words, which will make a better changes in the students and Post Docs going to attend our esteemed international conference.

We are happy to congratulate you that your abstract with the title **Cancer Cured by Bio Electron’s Laser Acupuncture** has accepted toward Keynote Speech for the Day 1.  
Also being as a president at **Bio Electron’s Laser Corporation** our organization would like to welcome you as a **Honorable Guest and Chair** for your interested session.

We request you to get register from the below mentioned link.  
For payment gateway please click [https://radiology.conferenceseries.com/registration.php](https://radiology.conferenceseries.com/registration.php)
Dear Dr. Nick,

Thank you for accepting our invitation and being our OCM Panel member for Cancer treatment 2018.

I have updated your profile in the conference website. PS: https://cancertreatment.cancersummit.org/organizing-committee.php

Kindly let me know if it is fine or need any changes.

Regards

Abarna

Cancer Treatment 2018

From: Cancer treatment 2018
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 12:25 AM
To: nick@kbhealthcenter.com
Subject: Cancer Treatment conference - Oslo - speaker invitation

Dear Dr. Nick Kostovic,

The purpose of this letter is to invite you on behalf of the Cancer Treatment 2018, to be speaker at the upcoming International Conference on Cancer Diagnosis & Treatment during August 2-3, 2018. This conference will be held at Oslo, Norway. Working under theme: Torch Your Light To Develop Cancer-free World

Cancer Treatment 2018 aims in gathering renowned Scientists, Professors and Research professionals across the globe under a single roof, where they discuss the research, achievements and advancements in the field. It also catalyzes for information exchange and networking between researchers and business entrepreneurs of diverse backgrounds for the advancement of Technology and Research in the field of Oncology and Oncology conferences. For more details on the conference PS: https://cancertreatment.cancersummit.org/

Benefits:

- All accepted abstracts will be published in the respective Conference LLC Group Journals.
- Each abstract will receive a DOI provided by Cross Ref.
- Active Communications and Networking with Experts in the field
- Live Streaming of your presentation through our websites and YouTube (up on your interest)
- Best Poster & Young Researcher Award Nominations
• International Workshops and Symposia on latest trends
• Certification by the International Organizing Committee
• Post your Department/University requirement in the conference website and souvenir.

Confirm your participation by sending your Abstract with short biography & Photo:

Awaiting your quick and favorable response

Sincerely,
Abarna. R
Cancer Treatment 2018

---

From: teresa
Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2018 7:33 AM
To: Nick Kostovic
Subject: Confirmation for Chair/Speakers for the WGC-2018, Singapore

Dear Dr. Nick Kostovic,

I'm writing to follow-up my last invitation as below, would you please give me a tentative reply? Thank you very much. I apologize for the inconvenience if the letter disturbed you more than once.

It is our great pleasure and privilege to welcome you to join the 9th World Gene Convention-2018, which will take place in Singapore during November 13-15, 2018. We would like to welcome you to be the chair/speaker in Theme 9 New Biotherapy Discovery while presenting about Cancer....

Under our SAB members’ contributions and endeavor, BIT’s 8th World Gene Convention-2017 (WGC-2017), successfully held in Macau, China during November 13-15, 2017. Totally, there were nearly 300 world-renowned
experts, professors, laboratory principals, project leaders and representatives of well-known enterprises attended the WGC-2017. Participants from the international enterprises, academic and research institutions enjoyed the three days scientific program. Depending on the warmly support and good suggestions from all of the participants, we are confident in organizing WGC-2018 which would be better and more successful than WGC-2017.

WGC-2018 features a very strong technical program, mainly focused on: breakthroughs in gene, advances genomics & genetics, new research of DNA and RNA, focus on basic research, the frontier research of life sciences, new biotherapy discovery, emerging areas for medicine applications, robust technology development, and cutting-edge Biotechnology. It aims to provide a platform for all experts from academia, industry and national labs to discuss latest hot researches and achievements. Attendees will hear world-class speakers discussing the challenges and opportunities facing the gene, biotechnology and life sciences field. The business & academic experts who are from home and abroad will give excellent speeches.

We expect your precious comments or suggestions; also your reference to other speakers will be highly appreciated. We look forward to receiving your replies on the following questions:

1. What is the title of your speech?
2. Do you have any suggestions about our program?

For more information, please visit the conference website http://www.bitcongress.com/wgc2018/default.asp

Singapore, one of most modern countries in Asia, is blessed not only with the best conference facilities but also has exciting attractions to offer; colorful island beaches, family friendly facilities, and etc. We are sure that you will enjoy your stay in Singapore apart from gaining ideas and experience from the conference.

We sincerely wish you can accept our invitation and join us to contribute your invaluable experience and knowledge at this magnificent conference. Look forward to hearing from you soon!

Sincerely yours,

Ms. Teresa Xiao
Organizing Committee of WGC-2018
East Area, F11, Building 1,
Dalian Ascendas IT Park,
I Hui Xian Yuan,
Dalian Hi-tech Industrial Zone,
LN 116025, China

Dear Alina Woods

Please find in attachment file, core of my Center new advanced technology, as well as letter for Investors if you have willing and capability to help us. We developed technology, we have knowledge and it is beyond, far beyond of misery in today official so call science in Medicine.

This Conference could be huge opportunity to explain top experts and investors new emerged advanced technology. This is most efficient technology in the world in healing cancer and number of different terminal diseases, and it is based on new discoveries in quantum mechanics in physics, quantum in biology and chemistry, and electromagnetic fields. The World’s science in Medicine today is far behind my developed technology, and they are “History by their PhD wrong doing because of their lack of knowledge and lack of proper technology”.

I did crucial mistake 17 years ago to move to USA because of their official Institutes as FDA and NIH criminal corruption and greed are huge obstacle to help and rescue the lives of the millions of US patients. They FDA and NIH top elite PhD experts are providing extermination of millions of US
patients yearly by horrible torture, in exchange to keep their criminal privilege, greed and benefits. Unfortunately these NIH and FDA top experts PhD are well connected and enjoy benefits of US Organized Crime as well as International Organized Crime.

The true will emerge in near future and US public will find out this!

I am looking for to move out from US to any civilized and normal Country where I will find powerfully Investors and help millions of patients affected with cancer.

I appreciate your help in this matter.

Thank you in advance,

Best regards

Nick Kostovic, Inventor &Therapist

Business Address:
KOSTOVIC ACUPUNTURE OF BIO ELECTRONS' LASER, CORP.
3838 W. Carson st. # 307
Torrance CA 90503
Phone: 310-381-9105
E-mail: nick@kbhealthcenter.com
Web/site: www.kbhealthcenter.com

Dear friends,

As you know the internet these days, is very unpredictable, and for security reasons I would like to make sure you all know this. If you ever receive suspicious emails from my account, please report it to me as soon as possible.
I am not expecting anything specific, but I would just like to be sure, just in case.

Thank you,
Best Regards
Nick Kostovic

From: Alina Woods | Healthcare 2018 [mailto:healthcare@eurosciconmeetings.com]
Sent: Monday, January 15, 2018 5:33 AM
To: nick@kbhealthcenter.com
Subject: Cancers Cured by Bio Electrons Photons
Importance: High

Dear Colleague,

I applaud the publication of your article published in one of the international journals and was so impressed that I wanted to thank you personally for your thought provoking research insights. I have read articles on similar topics, but none were as clear or as relevant as yours.
We hope this is the right time to contact you and invite to the **Fourteenth Edition of International Conference on Health and Primary Care (Healthcare 2018)**, which will be held during **May 28-29, 2018 in London, UK**. Online registration and call for abstracts submission is now open, and you can submit your abstract(s). All accepted abstracts will receive a DOI provided by *CrossRef* and will be published in special editions of our International Journals indexed in PubMed/ MEDLINE/ ProQuest/ SCOPUS/ SCOLAR/ EBSCO/ CAS/ Index Copernicus/ Google Scholar/ SCIRUS/ DOAJ indexed journals. You may find more information about our congress by visiting our website: [Top Healthcare Conferences](#)

**We look forward to hearing from you and appreciate your consideration.**

Warm Regards,

**Alina Woods**  
Program Director | Healthcare 2018  
40 Bloomsbury Way ,Lower Ground Floor , London, United Kingdom, WC1A 2SE  
Ph: +1-800-841-6480  
Email: healthcare@eurosciconferences.com